CARACAL also offers full technical support for maintenance and repair of weapons systems along with certified armorer and operator basic to advanced training.

The creation of these high quality weapons and services in Abu Dhabi reflects the drive within the UAE to become a strategic defense and manufacturing hub in the Gulf region which in parallel supports the critical requirement to create a strong UAE defense industrial base.

For maintenance inquiry please contact us on caracalcustomersupport@caracal.ae

CARACAL Offers Refund or Replacement for Recalled Pistols*
*offers to vary per Country

CARACAL previously issued a recall of all CARACAL Model C and F pistols. The conditions identified in the recall have the potential to cause injury to CARACAL pistol users and members of the public, including possibly allowing the pistol to fire when dropped onto a hard surface with a round of ammunition in the chamber and the slide potentially breaking apart when the pistol is fired.

CARACAL has announced that as part of the ongoing recall of all CARACAL Model C and F pistols, it will provide customers with either a full refund or a new enhanced CARACAL Model F pistol.

If you have not yet returned your CARACAL Model F or Model C pistol, there are potentially two options available for returning your CARACAL pistol:

Option A - is the return of your CARACAL pistol for a full refund of the purchase price.

Option B - is available in your country- the return of your CARACAL pistol for a new enhanced CARACAL Model F as a replacement.

If you have not returned your CARACAL Model F or Model C pistol, please send the notice to the same email and customer service email listed above and provide your Country, your name and phone number and contact information for the person to whom you sold or transferred it, so that we can also provide them with recall assistance.

To Exchange your CARACAL pistol
Contact us at +971 2 2015 282 or recall@caracal.ae and provide us with your Country, your name, address, telephone number, the serial number of your pistol, and the batch number on the slide. We or our agent will contact you about recalling your pistol.

About the new CARACAL Enhanced F Pistol
The enhanced Model F pistol addresses and rectifies all technical issues experienced in the early models and has been tested beyond the internationally accepted NATO standards. Rest assured, all of the excellent traits of the original design are retained such as the smooth trigger press, ergonomic grip angle, as well as the low bore axis providing less felt recoil.